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TT No.218: Paul Roth - Wednesday 11th April 2007 Middlesex County League; 

Wraysbury vs. Marsh Rangers. Result: 3-0; Att: 20 or so; Programme: 4-pages, 50p. 

Wraysbury FC, now there's an apt name to appear on the FGIF website, don't you 

think?  

The Memorial Ground, located at The Green, is just 2 miles from the M25 but is a 

million miles away from the hustle and bustle that is this county's busiest 

Motorway.  

Idyllic is the word that springs to mind to sum up the small Berkshire village. The 

cricket ground, a small bowls club, the village hall, the impressive village club, a 

magnificent windmill, the church, a couple of pubs, a ford, a chip shop and of 

course the football club are all centred around 'The Green'. To cap all this off, the 

place is surrounded by reservoirs and the sound of wildlife abounds everywhere.  

The warmth of the evening, better suited to village green end-of-season cricket 

than football, made for a lovely afternoon out in rural West London.   

The ground itself is rustic and to gain access one has to pass a magnificent wooden 

structure that is the changing rooms and equipment store. Here I was able to buy 

the 4 page programme for 50p, an unexpected and welcome journal.....I had 

reckoned the club wouldn't issue midweek. WRONG!  

The game was very entertaining with Wraysbury racing into a three-nil lead within 

the half hour. At this point Marsh looked like capitulating but all credit to them as 

they rallied superbly after the break and should have scored at least once from the 

plethora of chances they created. When you're at the bottom of the table 

though...  

I thought long and hard about driving up from the Kent coast to attend this match 

but ultimately, I'm very glad I did. A true delight.  

FGIF Rating: 4*.  
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